Iyashi Pendant

What is Iyashi?
Iyashi is a Japanese word which means
to heal & balance the body mind and
spirit. This is the inspiration of the
Iyashi Pendant, a full spectrum scalar
energy tool to clear out your energetic
field bringing you back into a balanced
healthy state.
“The Japanese Kanji
meaning Iyashi.”

Premium scalar energy pendants
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Technology & Benefits
Iyashi Pendants are based around our
proprietary Iyashi Ceramic Technology
and Biometric Frequency Infusion
Technology (BFIT).
1)Classic Iyashi Pendants are made of solid
Iyashi Ceramics with additional inserts.
2)The metal Iyashi Pendants contain a more
concentrated form of the Iyashi Ceramics.
Each Iyashi Pendant is also infused with a
full spectrum of beneficial frequencies
using BFIT.

How to Use
Using the Iyashi Pendant is simple.
1) For the best results wear the pendant
around your neck hanging at the level
your heart is located.
2) If specific areas that are causing you
problems hold the pendant on those
areas on your body for 5-10 minutes.
-Do not wear the metal pendants while
showering, swimming etc.
-It is OK to get the Classic pendants wet.
-Avoid dropping on hard surfaces.
-Feel free to replace the chain or string
with your own chain or string.

Scalar Energy Card
The Authenticity card included with this
pendant also works as its own scalar energy
device. The card is embedded with powerful
negative ions. Negative ions are very
beneficial and are like anti-oxidants in the air.
To receive the benefits of this scalar energy
card keep it near your body such as in your
pocket. You can also place the card against
parts of your body for enhanced benefits on
that specific area. Use it in conjunction with
your Iyashi Pendant for the best results.

